
EVERY MOMENT has A MOON #moonglow

BRANDED WHITE WOOD
NECKLACE DISPLAY
This display allows you to highlight one of each
of the 20 moon phase necklaces.  The moon 
phase codes are conveniently printed on the 
boards, making each phase easily identifiable
for staff members and customers.  Our necklace 
display has both an easel and wall hangers on 
the back, providing an opportunity to highlight 
the display on a countertop, or hanging on a wall.

Branded White Wood Display Dimensions:

MOON PHASE CHART BOARD 
Our second, and equally important, presentation 
board offers a deeper explanation of the different 
moon phases and their descriptions.  This tool 
can also be used by employees to quickly match 
quarter cards with moon phases for customers.  
The Moon Phase Chart Board can also be 
presented countertop or hanging on a wall
next to the White Wood Necklace Display.

Moon Phase Chart Board Dimensions:

DISPLAY KIT
Displaying Moonglow Jewelry

in your store with our branded

White Wood Necklace Display 

and Moon Phase Chart Board 

allows for an impactful

presentation and incredibly 

easy selling station.
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MOON PHASE GUIDE 
Your tool for looking up significant
dates to find appropriate moon phases
for customers.  Moonglow also sends
a book stand for your convenience.

BRANDED SIGNAGE 
A branded acrylic frame with an
insert quickly explaining the concept
of Moonglow arrives with your order,
helping customers quickly connect
with our line.

ADDITIONAL
POINT OF SALE

MATERIALS
INCLUDED WITH AN

OPENING ORDER
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UV FLASHLIGHT 
“Wow” your customers by shining the
UV Flashlight on their moon phase to
show that our product glows in the dark!

NECKLACE BACK STOCK BOX
An incredible tool to keep your necklaces 
organized.  This 20 slot box allows you to store 
back stock by moon phase.  Picking product for 
sales takes a few seconds, and checking inven-
tory for orders takes a few minutes.

QUARTER CARDS / CERTIFICATE 
OF AUTHENTICITY CARDS
You will receive a complete set of Quarter 
Cards, which are determined per sale based
on moon phase selected.  The coordinating 
card per moon phases should be packaged 
with each piece of jewelry, along with a
Certificate of Authenticity.

BRANDED GIFT BOXES
Our silky smooth branded boxes complete
the amazing presentation of our product.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
If items are not in stock, please allow for a 14 business day production time from the date your order is placed.

PLEASE NOTE:
Quarter Cards, Certificate of Authenticity Cards & Branded Boxes are automatically included with ALL reorders.


